Name: __________________________

Name of your historical figure: ______________________

Living History Museum Project
Step 1: Today we will research a historical figure. You will go to lomlibrary.org and click on the “Living
History Museum” link to access websites for research. You are NOT doing a Google search. Answer all of the
questions on this page. Once you have finished all of your research, go to Step 2. Be sure to Read Step 3 to
find out how you can enter to win a $50 Amazon gift card at Family Night on March 19th.


Birth and death dates



Birth and death place



Where is this person from?



Describe their home life growing up.



Did they marry or have a family? Explain.



What was this person’s job?



Did this person go to school? Explain.



Why did this person matter in history? Describe in at least 3 sentences.



8 additional interesting facts

Step 2: Create a poster/info sheet on your historical figure. You must include the following:
 Title (name of person), your name on the back, birth/death dates, 5 interesting facts in a bulleted
list, a short biography (at least 5 sentences), where this person if from, what he/she is most
famous for doing, and a sketch of the person or printed picture (optional)

Step 3: If you would like to be entered into a drawing for a $50 Amazon gift card, come to Family Night from
5-7 PM as your historical figure. When you sign in at the sign-in table, there will be a form to complete to enter
the drawing. You will wear a name tag (given at sign-in table) of your person to identify yourself. You do
NOT have to dress like your character, but we encourage you to do so. Fill out the form and turn it in when you
leave to be entered into the drawing. Some teachers are offering bonus for completing this activity—check with
your teachers.

